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1. Introduction

Described as its “eyes and ears”\(^1\), committees do three important jobs for the Parliament.\(^2\) They continuously oversee executive accountability. They facilitate public participation in the parliamentary process. They offer expertise and alternative career prospects to the backbench MPs. All of these three tasks, however, risk putting the committees at odd with parliamentary political parties. Assertive parliamentary committees may invite the wrath of the governing party by seeking information on and revision of governmental policies.\(^3\) They may question the government’s sole representative claim by creating an independent public relations route for the Parliament.\(^4\) They may trouble the parliamentary parties by fending off crude partisanship in parliamentary business and encouraging expertise-based work by the MPs.\(^5\) The majority parties may see them as a reservoir of backbench revolts. The opposition parties may see them as harmful to their oppose-everything-and-propose-nothing approach. Therefore, the committee system’s relationship with the party system is not straight.

The nature of legislature largely conditions the party-parliament relation and its impact on the committee system. The US styled congressional and the Westminster styled parliamentary systems offer significantly different political and institutional contexts that shape the work and impact of the committee system. Party cohesion is relatively loose in the congressional model. Therefore, committee assertiveness and
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individual member activities draw visible public attention there. On the other hand, a Westminster parliament is party and cabinet dominated and, hence, the committee activism is relatively harder to achieve.

There are four leading committee theories that explain how the parliamentary committees are organised across the congressional and parliamentary systems, why they behave in particular ways and how the political parties influence their formation and work. These theories are known as the “distributive or gains from trade theory”; “information, scrutiny and expertise supply”; “coalition”; and “partisan cartel” theories. Exponents of the distributive or gains from trade theory argue that parliament members take their committee assignments seriously because it provides them with a scope to distribute development and other material benefits to their constituents and thereby enhances their chance for re-election. They can also use their committee positions as leverage to gain from trade or bargain with fellow parliament members working in other committees. The information, expertise and scrutiny theory explains the institutional issues that support a strong committee system. Proponents of this theory argue that a strong committee system helps the Parliament by supplying information and expertise about public policies and ensuring detailed scrutiny of the governmental proposals. The coalition theory considers the impact of collation governments on the committee system. The partisan cartel theory deals with the partisan influence in the committee formation process.

This paper aims to test each of the four committee theories on the UK House of Commons and Bangladesh’s “Westminster Parliament”. It argues that while the UK parliamentary committees have been able to overcome most of the partisan barriers and amass great institutional strength to make sense of the system in terms of all of the four theoretical strains, the operation and impact of the Bangladeshi committee
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system has remained hostage to a pervasive “partisan cartelisation”. The next part (Part 2) of the paper will explain each of the four committee theories in greater detail. Part 3 will briefly introduce the committee system of Bangladesh *Jatya Sangsad*. Parts 4-7 of the paper would attempt a comparative evaluation of the UK and Bangladesh’s parliamentary committee system *vis-a-vis* each of the four committee theories. Part 8 would conclude the paper.

2. The Four Committee Theories

There are four major theoretical propositions about how committee systems are organised and how they behave across the systems. The first theory – the distributive and gains from trade theory – focuses on individual committee members. The works of Shepsle and Weingast\(^{14}\) influence this perspective highly. They argue that committee members seek committee assignments most relevant to their constituency interests and congenial to their re-election prospects.\(^{15}\) They also engage in policy trade or pork-barrel politics with colleagues from the same or other committees to make sure that decisions most favourable to their constituents are supported and adopted there in return for their concession to measures that might be less relevant for their own but important for the others’ constituents.\(^{16}\) This type of behaviour allows the members to distribute particularistic benefits to their constituents and increase their re-election prospects.\(^{17}\)

However, the distributive theory assumes that the legislature is highly decentralised\(^{18}\) and has policymaking capability comparable to the US Congress. It also assumes that MPs can self-select into their preferred committees\(^{19}\) without much dictation from their parties.\(^{20}\) As the discussion in Part 4 would show, recent development in the UK House of Commons has paved the way for such non-partisan, if not fully autonomous, selection to the committees. Bangladesh’s strictly partisan selection process, however, renders this theory a near redundancy here.

The second theory - the expertise or information supply theory - is attributable to the work of Keith Krehbiel.\(^{21}\) Krehbiel has questioned the idea of distributive benefits
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or pork-barrel politics of trade grains. He rather perceives the committees as suppliers of information, scrutiny, and policy expertise to the main chamber. Applicable to both congressional and parliamentary models, Krebiel’s theory argues that committees improve the quality of the policy process by capitalising on the varied expertise of the large pool of legislators. This theory invokes an economy of operation logic and rational choice institutionalism where specialisation and expertise are encouraged on a cost-benefit basis. If a member incurs the cost of applying his knowledge to a specific public domain, s/he should gain authority and deference in that policy area. Under this process, the chamber will need to “generate an incentive structure that induces members to take the trouble of acquiring expertise.” Parliament will benefit from the expertise and diversification of the workload. It will increase the overall legislative output. As Mickler’s study shows, the workload of a legislature is a really good indicator of variation in committees and their mandates. The higher workload a parliament faces, the more autonomous its committees become. As the discussion in Part 5 would show, the UK Parliament has acquired a laudable level of specialisation, information generation and scrutiny capability over the years. Bangladesh, however, is simply refusing to move in that direction, though the underpinnings of this theory remain extremely relevant for her.

The third theory - Martin and Vanberg’s coalition theory - argues that the organisation of a legislature follows governments’ formation and is, in particular, influenced by the frequency of the emergence of coalition governments. The theory builds on the tension between coalition partners who govern jointly but remain accountable to the people separately. To minimise the risk of being overly accommodating, parties try to keep a tab on their coalition partners. This factor has important ramifications for the organisation and the assertiveness of parliamentary committees. A Series of empirical studies show that multiparty governments significantly imbue committee autonomy. Martin and Vanberg tested the logic in
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strong (Denmark, Germany, and the Netherlands) and weak (Ireland and France) parliamentary setups. It appears that a strong committee system better allows the coalition partners to police their coalition bargain. Government bills on divisive issues get very rigorous scrutiny by coalition partners sitting in committees.\(^{30}\) Another study by Martin and Depauw on Ireland shows that strong committees are the most powerful institutional tool for tabbing the collation partners.\(^{31}\)

Zubek has tried the coalition logic from yet another angle. He shows that the coalition governments trying to temper committee autonomy is less likely to succeed than a majority government.\(^{32}\) The strength of committees shapes the relative policy influence of coalition partners. Weak committee systems prioritise the dominant party’s policy. A strong committee system enforces compromise on the positions of all coalition members and helps build an added layer of intra-coalition scrutiny over the one already working through the official opposition. An appraisal of the UK’s Conservative-Liberal coalition government of 2010 bears testimony to this. However, discussion in Part 6 of this paper would show that Bangladesh’s several “tactical electoral coalitions” have miserably failed to generate a minimum relation of intra-coalition accountability between the partners. The reasons behind those are relatable to the way the parties do their politics.

The fourth theory - the partisan cartel theory - is expounded by Cox and McCubbins, who argue that distributive and expertise theories unduly ignore the phenomenon of party politics within legislatures.\(^{33}\) Political parties “cartelise” the legislative power by shaping the committees. Parties naturally need unity around any coherent policy programme. If individual members start seeking popularity at their constituencies by deviating from the party line, the leadership must worry. There, therefore, is a need to enforce at least a minimum coherence in their members’ behaviour.\(^{34}\) Hence, Cox and McCubbins reject the self-selection thesis.

They argue that though the member preferences for committee assignment are important in the US Congress, and determine much of actual assignments, party involvement in the process is no less significant. Cox and Cubbin’s argue, if non-partisanship is so strong, there is a risk that committees become equally unpopular among the government and the opposition.\(^{35}\) Governments might see a committee-
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oriented parliament as a threat to party discipline and a potential reservoir of backbench revolts. The opposition also might feel forced by a consensual committee system to co-operate with the government rather than oppose it. It, therefore, makes sense that parties would like to leave the committee system within a structure that would allow them to influence the committee members’ behaviour and agenda. Given the paradox, it is perplexing that the UK House of Commons has recently opted for a less partisan committee assignment process and injected a very strong policy influencing and scrutiny capability in the system. Discussions in Part 7 will show how Bangladesh’s political party system is resisting any progress in that direction.

While the later parts (Parts 4-7) of this paper would elaborately consider Bangladesh’s position *vis-à-vis* each of the four committee theories, a general introduction of the Committee System of Bangladesh is presented in the next part (Part 3).

3. Parliamentary Committee System in Bangladesh

The Committee System is constitutionally entrenched in Bangladesh. Article 76 of the Constitution of Bangladesh specifically mentions two standing committees – public accounts and parliamentary privileges - and leaves the others to be detailed in parliamentary Rules of Procedure (from now on RoP). Accordingly, Chapter XXVII of the RoP details other standing, select, and special *ad hoc* committees.

Including the two mentioned in the Constitution, the RoP has mentioned eleven standing committees. While standing committees are constituted permanently for the whole duration of a parliament, select and special committees are constituted on an *ad hoc* basis to deal with specific issues arising from time to time. Permanent standing committees relating to a general area of concern, *e.g.*, parliamentary privileges, are known as General or Non-Ministerial Standing Committees (NMSC). Standing Committees relating to a designated ministry, *e.g.*, standing committee on the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, are known as Ministerial Standing Committees (MSC). General standing committees include committees on parliamentary business, private member legislation, public petitions, parliamentary privileges, government assurances, Parliament’s internal administrative affairs, parliament library, parliamentary rules of procedure, public accounts, government estimates and public undertakings. Ministerial standing committees are entrusted with oversight of the related ministries. Until changes in the RoP in February 1992, the main functions of
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the ministerial standing committees were to scrutinise the bills concerning a ministry’s mandate. After the 1992 amendment, ministerial committees now “review the enforcement of relevant laws and propose measures for such enforcement, any matter referred to it by Parliament as a matter of public importance, investigate or inquire into the activities or administration of a Ministry.”

Standing committees shadow the actual number of ministries and departments of the government. Hence the numbers of ministerial standing committees vary from Parliament to Parliament. As a study of Prof Nizam Ahmed shows, the Fifth (1991-1996) and Seventh (1996-2001) parliaments had thirty-five Ministerial Standing Committees, whereas the Eighth (2001-2006) and Ninth (2009-2013) parliaments had thirty-seven and forty respectively. The Tenth (2014-2018) and Eleventh (2019-present) parliaments, on the other hand, constituted thirty-nine ministerial Standing Committees each.

Select committees are designated as Select Committees on Bills, which means that they are constituted at the discretion of Parliament as bills come to the chamber, and a motion is carried in the floor for referring it to a select committee. Bills may also be referred to a standing committee by a motion in the House. In such cases, government bills are likely to be referred to the standing committee on relevant Ministry and private member bills to the Standing Committee on Private Members’ Bill. Special committees are constituted by a motion to deal with special issues or matter coming to the Parliament’s attention at any given time.

Existing literature on the Bangladeshi committee system has broadly identified some structural, procedural, behavioural, and political issues contributing to its low impact performance. Structural issues are related to the organisation of the committees and their relation with other parliamentary and extra-parliamentary actors. Procedural issues arise from within the RoP. Behavioural problems are likely to arise from the MPs’ lack of interest and expertise in committee works. Political problems of the committees arise mostly from the approach the political parties take towards the committees’ work and contribution. Successive governments in Bangladesh have shown a horrible non-appreciation of the committee system and the committee related rules of the RoP were “mostly honoured in the breach”.
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In one case, parliamentary committees were not formed until half the tenure of a Parliament. Due to the opposition party’s refusal to put their list of nominees, the Seventh Parliament (1996-2001) took two years to form all the parliamentary committees. However, the same Parliament amended the RoP to make sure that committees are constituted within the first session of each Parliament. Still, the next Parliament (2001-2006) took more than 20 months to set up all the committees. It took the UNDP to threaten withdrawal of funds from its “Strengthening Parliamentary Democracy” project to convince the ruling party to form committees and allow them to operate. However, the Ninth (2009-2013), Tenth (2014-2018) and Eleventh (2019-present) parliaments have constituted their committees within the first session of their tenure. The current Eleventh Parliament has created a record of the fastest formation of committees within the first ten sitting days of its first session. It appears that this record-breaking speed was facilitated by the absence of any meaningful opposition in those parliaments.

4. Committee Work for Constituency Benefits, Re-election and Career Prospects

As mentioned in Part 2, the first of the four theories – the distributive and gains from trade theory – argues that MPs try to play activist roles in the committees to enhance their re-election prospect by helping their constituency causes. The distributive and gains from trade theory primarily applies to the US congressional committees where congressmen try to enhance their visibility through legislative, budgetary and policy advocacies that appeal to their core constituents. Based on their priorities and constituency interests, the US congressmen are usually offered a choice of self-selection in their preferred committees. However, in parliamentary systems, the scope of pressing constituency issues through committee work is limited. MPs’ constituency works here are primarily linked with government departments rather than parliamentary committees. Also, parliamentary elections have a strong partisan tendency. People tend to elect the Prime Minister and the governing party rather than their constituency MPs. Therefore, the parliamentary system does not offer
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substantial constituency benefit or re-election prospects for the committee members. Also, unlike the US congressional system, the scope of private member legislation is very limited in parliamentary systems.\textsuperscript{53} The government admittedly controls legislative business in the Westminster parliamentary system.\textsuperscript{54} MPs can rarely press constituency issues by sponsoring legislative proposals in Parliament. All these make the MPs’ self-selection to their preferred committees difficult.

Despite the constraints, the distributive or gains from trade theory is growing in relevance in the party-centred parliamentary model. While the committee works may not guarantee direct constituency benefits and re-election prospects for the MPs, the committee works help them enhance their career prospect in particular areas of public policy. Growth of expertise begets reputation and profile for the MPs and makes their involuntary or party-directed removal from a committee harder. The post-1979 development of the select committee system in the UK has created avenues for non-partisan, if not fully autonomous, committee assignment.\textsuperscript{55} Some of the recent studies by Lord Norton\textsuperscript{56} show that party dominance has eroded significantly after the 1979 and post-2000 reforms.\textsuperscript{57} Most of the senior British MPs’ now acquire expertise and reputation in their respective policy areas that offer them a choice - call it a choice to self-appoint – on the type of committee they want.

The “Shifting the Balance Report”\textsuperscript{58} of the Liaison Committee in 2000 called for greater transparency in the committee assignment process. The Wright Committee Report of 2010\textsuperscript{59} was more specific about the allocation of committee chairs. In 2010, the House instructed the parties to follow an internal but transparent and democratic process for committee assignments. It was decided that chairs of most select committees should be elected by a secret ballot of all MPs rather than be chosen by
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the committee members themselves. The committee chairs are agreed and allocated to the political parties in proportion to their parliamentary seats through the “usual channel”. Once the number and names of committees whose chairs would be allocated to different parties are agreed upon, MPs from the concerned party would be elected as chair. The election takes place on the House floor, meaning that all the members of the House from all the parties would vote for the candidates. In the Backbench Business Committee, all the members are elected by secret ballot of all MPs.

The UK Select Committees’ shift towards the whole House voting and secret ballot methods has earned greater institutional prestige and legitimacy for the select committee chairs. Experience suggests that the expertise and relevancy of members to a committee, rather than the preference of the party high-ups, play a decisive role in the voting. Select Committee chairs and members thereby garnish an autonomous identity outside the traditional framework of partisanship. Hence, while the British MPs may not pursue their committee assignments for their re-election prospects or constituency interest, they still choose their select committees for reasons beyond their party leaders’ control.

On the other hand, committee assignments in Bangladesh do not offer direct constituency benefits for the MPs. MPs would rather utilise parliamentary question time and do personal lobbying with the Ministers for constituency benefits. Similarly, the nomination of the MP candidates is an exclusive privilege of the party high-ups rather than the grass-root party units. Hence, the committee work is rarely related to the MPs’ re-election prospects. Committee work is also considered an
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unattractive career or expertise development route for them. Instead of the MPs pursuing an extra-governmental route of a political career, committee chairs in Bangladesh are distributed by the party high-ups as compensation for those party men who could not be offered ministerial positions in the first place. As a result, there are allegedly more than necessary parliamentary committees in Bangladesh. Those work as sources of patronage for the government rather than as sources of government accountability. The unwillingness of Bangladeshi political parties to appreciate the recent development in parliamentary models like that of the UK has reduced the relevance of the distributive theory’s premise in Bangladesh.

5. Committees as Suppliers of Information, Expertise and Scrutiny

As explained in Part 2 earlier, Keith Krehbiel, proponent of the second committee theory – the expertise and information supply theory - argue that MPs have an incentive to acquire expertise in any particular area of public policy and governance. For them, expertise is necessary for getting deference and recognition in related areas. It also enhances their possibility of getting a ministerial position when their party comes to power. Parliament’s interest in patronising committee level expertise development also is understandable. The plenary of the House draws apolitical, objective, and technical information from the committees. The support enhances the Parliament’s capability to make up at least some of its expertise, information and knowledge gaps vis-à-vis the bureaucrats and technocrats in the government.

5.1 Supply of Expertise and Information

In the UK, a decisive moment came in 1979 when the detailed and permanent system of select committees was established. The new select committee system of 1979 is aligned in the departmental line. Departmental select committees examine three areas of their related departments - expenditure, administration and policies and associated public bodies. When the Prime Ministers shuffle their departments, the House responds by changing the select committees accordingly. Some select committees, e.g., Public Accounts, Environmental Audit and Public Administration, have a cross-departmental mandate. All the select committees are coordinated by a
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Liaison Committee comprising all the committee chairs. The most prominent Liaison Committee work is questioning the Prime Minister periodically. It also works as a vanguard of select committee powers and deals with government responsiveness to them. The UK committees are empowered to determine their agenda, gather written and oral evidence, sometimes by travelling through the country or beyond, and employ specialist advisers outside the Parliament. Committee reports are printed and published on the parliament website. The government is expected to respond to committee reports, particularly recommendations, within sixty days of submission. Recent evaluations of select committees have been largely positive. Committees also maintained a very high media profile, perhaps comparable to the US congressional committees.

Compared to the expertise-driven work of the UK select committees, the ministerial standing committees in Bangladesh have not been able to build expertise and legal or public support base. They have paper powers to inquire into irregularities and serious complaints against the administration and recommend corrective measures. They also have the authority to review and recommend necessary measures for due enforcement of laws passed by Parliament. They have plenary power of subpoena, examination on oath, production of documents, papers and records. The government, however, may refuse to supply documents on the grounds of the safety or interest of the state. Understandably, the governments almost routinely label any attempt to call administrative records “prejudicial to the safety and interest of the State”.

Governments exercise their refusal power in manners devoid of objectivity and without clarity about what is prejudicial and on what basis. It determines which documents would be made available to the committees and which would not be at its convenience and caprice. Committees also lack the power to follow up with their reports and recommendations. Even in rare cases of the government responding to committee reports, the responses are generally evasive. The minority members in the committees are usually not allowed to prepare and submit their report except to record a very brief “note of dissent”, which is appended to the committee report.
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When a report is tabled on the floor of the House, the Chairman, or in his absence any other member, confines himself to a brief statement of fact, but there are no debates held on that statement at that stage. Though there is scope for the House to debate a committee report, such incident is rather rare.

Once the committees are formed, the MPs show extreme inertia in discharging their duties and mandates. The lacklustre approach shown by the committee members to their committee assignments is reflected in statistics. The first Parliament (1973-1975) received only one report from a committee. The second Parliament (1979-1981) witnessed committee chairs as condolence gifts to people who could not be included in the cabinet otherwise. The third Parliament (1986-1988) constituted some general standing committees but did not form ministerial or departmental standing committees. Public Accounts Committee of that Parliament produced three reports only. The fourth Parliament (1988-1990), for the first time in the history of Bangladesh, established a detailed range of committees.

However, all the committees produced only five reports – two by the Public Accounts, one each by the Estimate, Public Undertaking and Governmental Assurance committees. In the Fifth, Seventh and Eighth parliaments, thirty, twenty-nine, and ten committees respectively did not produce any report at all. There is a rule that every standing committee would meet at least once a month. It is very rarely acted upon. A very recent study on the works of the committees on the Ministry of finance and Agriculture confirms the dismal state of affairs in terms of meeting frequency, attendance and quality of the reports produced by the committees.

5.2 Supply of Legislative Scrutiny

When it comes to scrutiny of legislative proposals, the UK Public Bill Committees (from now on PBCs) have been circumscribed by partisan committee appointments and strict pre-programming of the committee work by the House. Membership in
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public bill committees reflects the strength of political parties in the House. As Robert Blackburn and Andrew Kennon note, the Committee of Selection routinely accepts a partisan list of nominees from either side. Partisan selection to the bill committees allegedly turns the members into “cannon fodder” attendees who almost always tend to vote in party lines. When it comes to expertise, the one valued in legislative committees is primarily procedural. There are, however, changes in recent times. The Modernisation Committee of 2006 proposed, through its “The Legislative Process Report”, significant changes in the PBCs. The House approved changes to parliamentary Standing Orders (the UK Parliament’s rules of procedure), allowing the PBCs the power to “send for persons, papers and records” in the manner of a select committee. It permitted the PBCs to call for experts, citizen groups and outsiders to contribute to the legislative process. Evidence shows that the growth of expert participation in the PBCs has helped the consensual approach in their work. This device has helped the PBC members to gain more expertise and interest in committee work. Though there is still much powerlessness in witness selection and timetabling of scrutiny works, the British PBCs devote substantial time to questioning the Minister-in-charge of any bill. They are rolling out increasing number of government and non-government amendments to the bills. Ministers in charge of bills are often persuaded and sometimes forced to undertake and assure the committee about bringing amendments at the report stage. The impact of Bill Committees has also been demonstrated during the passage of bills through the House of Lords.
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The British Departmental Select Committees also play an important pre-legislative scrutiny role. A tradition and a parliamentary law support the pre-emptive legislative scrutiny by the select committees. By tradition, the government has to publish its annual legislative agenda in a White Paper and the Queen’s Speech. It gives the select committees very clear signals to start their pre-legislative studies. By parliamentary law, the government must respond to all select committee reports, which force the government to anticipate “how the committees will react” to a particular legislative proposal. Select committee engagement with legislative proposals can go as far as forcing the government to consider their pre-legislative reports. On many occasions, select committees have criticised the government position and secured substantial modification of the government’s legislative agenda. However, an exceptionally defiant government is likely to face stiff opposition during the passage of a bill. Select committee reports also generate a huge amount of opinion force behind its position. Select committees do this by gathering public testimonies and reflecting on those on a cross-party basis.

Unlike the UK’s Public Bills Committees, the contribution of the bill committees in the legislative scrutiny process of Bangladesh is modest. The RoP stipulates sending bills to a select committee created for the specific bill or a related ministerial standing committee. The use of select committees for specific bills started in the Seventh Parliament (1996-2001). Before 1996, bills were rarely sent to committees after the second reading. Since the seventh Parliament, however, most bills are being sent to the bill committees or ministerial standing committees. Absent any pre-legislative scrutiny by any ministerial standing committee; the bill committees are left on their own in dealing with the law. Unlike the UK, where the journey of a bill is programmed in the House, Bangladeshi rules of procedure provide that committees should report back within a month if the House prescribes no time limit. If the committee requests further time, the House may extend it. While this might appear a good opportunity for bill committees to do some detailed works, they usually waste the chance by dilly-dallying their works. Lapse of bills in the committee stage and never returning to the House is not rare in Bangladesh. Although the committee members may propose amendments to a bill, its acceptance or rejection depends on the attitude of the government party. Traditionally, no major changes are proposed, tolerated, or accepted by the House. Also, the finance committees do not have any
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scope of discussion or deliberation on budget, financial or appropriation bills. It means that the committees have no say, let alone control, over the government’s budgetary and fiscal policies.\textsuperscript{101} It is in clear contrast with the practice of the House of Commons, where the Commons Treasury Select Committee and Lords’ Economic Affairs sub-committee do significant scrutiny over the budget.

To sum up, the discussion above shows that while the UK Parliament has acquired a laudable level of specialisation, information generation capability, and scrutiny mandate over the years, Bangladesh is refusing to recognise the parliamentary committees as a reservoir of expertise, information, and scrutiny. Without this prospect, committeemen would show a very poor commitment to the committee works\textsuperscript{102} and remain loyal “lobby fodders” of their parties who would select or de-select them at their sweet will.\textsuperscript{103}

6. Coalition Logic for Committee Assertiveness

The third of the four committee theories - Martin and Vanberg’s Coalition theory - tries to fathom the scale of committee assertiveness during multiparty coalition governments. As mentioned in Part 2 earlier, the strength of the committee system should ideally enhance during the coalition governments. Committees then are bolstered by an added layer of intra-partner political accountability. In institutionalised parliamentary systems, coalition governments are usually formed under a negotiated Coalition Pact between the partners. Coalition partners use the pact as a powerful political tool of mutual restraint. Parties in the coalition usually appoint Junior Ministers to shadow the Ministers appointed from another coalition partner. Partners also negotiate an agreement on the day-to-day government businesses and the role the coalition Ministers would play within the government.

Within the Parliament, coalition party members use parliamentary questions and committee works to scrutinise their partners.\textsuperscript{104} Committees serve the best sort of accountability when the Minister and committee chairs belong to different coalition parties.\textsuperscript{105} Kim and Loewenberg’s study on several German coalition governments indicates that majority and minority partners distribute committee chairs in a way that
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allows one partner to shadow the ministries controlled by another partner(s).\textsuperscript{106} This factor has important ramifications for the organisation and the assertiveness of committees. A series of empirical studies show that multiparty governments significantly imbue committee autonomy.\textsuperscript{107} It appears that a strong committee system better allows the coalition partners to police their coalition bargain. Government bills on divisive issues get very rigorous scrutiny by coalition partners sitting in committees.\textsuperscript{108}

A study on the dataset of parliamentary questions during the David Cameron and Nick Clegg’s coalition government (2010–2015) has shown that the coalition party backbenchers have extensively used the parliamentary question times in the UK.\textsuperscript{109} The Cameron-Clegg Cabinet was based on a Coalition Agreement that placed a “coalition committee” at the “top of the government’s collective decision-making machinery”.\textsuperscript{110} Governmental policies were outlined in the “Coalition Programme for Government”. Working within the agreed structure, Prime Minister David Cameron had to work under an added “intra-party” layer of accountability.\textsuperscript{111}

In its parliamentary history, Bangladesh has seen at least four - two official and two unofficial - coalition governments so far.\textsuperscript{112} In 1991, the majority party BNP fell eleven seats short of a majority (140 out of 300).\textsuperscript{113} They formed a government with the tacit support of Jamaat Islami (from now on JI), who had eighteen seats. Though they did not do any political pact or express coalition making, it is understood that the coalition was based on some tactical voting arrangement during the election.\textsuperscript{114} After the government’s formation, however, BNP took 28 of the 30 reserved seats for women. JI got the rest of the seats. Once the reserved seat election was over, BNP no more needed JI’s support to sustain its majority. Hence the electoral coalition ended
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there. JI later joined the combined opposition parties pressing for the introduction of the caretaker government. The combined opposition ultimately resigned from Parliament in 1994 to press their demand home. A similar thing happened in the seventh Parliament when AL got 146 seats and formed a government with the support of the Jatya Party (from now on JP). Unlike BNP, AL offered a Ministry to the JP in its “Government of National Consensus”. Absent any declared political pact between the AL-JP; the intra-partner accountability relations remained unclear. Like, the BNP government of 1991, the AL government secured its absolute majority through the reserved women seats. The JP Minister acted like a loyal associate of the AL Prime Minister. The JP leader, H. M. Ershad, later joined the opposition parties and went against the government. The JP Minister, however, refused to resign from the cabinet.

Bangladesh’s first-ever official coalition government took power in 2001. This time BNP-JI formed an electoral alliance and won the election as a coalition. The JI was given two ministries. But the election result itself was not conducive to any intra-coalition bargain. In the 2001 election, BNP got 193 seats, and JI got 17. Left without any need for JI’s continued support to sustain a parliamentary majority, BNP would not have to bother much about its coalition partner. The JI Ministers largely offered a blank check to the majority partner and co-operated it throughout the tenure. A similar thing happened in the ninth parliamentary election of 2008. AL got 230, and its Grand Alliance partner JP got 33 seats. Some Ministries were given to different coalition partners, but no intra-coalition pact of accountability was declared. Coalition Ministers behaved as though they all were from the majority partner AL. It, therefore, is not unsurprising that the parliamentary literature of Bangladesh has so
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far overlooked this “intra-coalition” aspect of parliamentary accountability. The coalition logics of Martin and Vanberg, therefore, seem to be of little relevance for Bangladeshi Parliamentary Committee System.

7. Partisan Cartelisation of Parliamentary Committees

As briefly discussed in Part 2 earlier, the fourth committee theory - Cox and McCubbins’ partisan cartel theory – argues that proponents of self-selection and expertise-driven committee formation unjustifiably ignore the political parties’ role in the committee formation process. Political parties – government or opposition - have a strong interest in cartelising the committees. They do so because they feel that too assertive committee activists are harmful to internal party discipline. According to this theory, party control in committee assignment is unavoidable even in the US styled congressional system. Party’s control over the committee formation process is more obvious in the parliamentary system where the Heads of the governments and their Cabinet are drawn from the Parliament. Still, the modern UK Parliaments seem to defy Cox and McCubbins’ cartelisation logic. Despite the system’s inherent proneness to partisan cartelisation, the UK House of Commons has recently opted for a less partisan committee assignment process and injected a very strong policy influencing and scrutiny capability in the committees. As mentioned earlier, the 1979 select committees in the UK and their subsequent reforms in 2006 and 2010 have facilitated a shift from crude partisanship to a consensual approach of non-party or cross-party dealings.124

On the other hand, the political parties in Bangladesh are not culturally receptive to non-partisan and reconciliatory approaches. The absence of command decentralisation and decisional autonomy for the party members affects the committee system directly. The selection of members and committee chairs in Bangladesh is an absolute privilege of the party leadership. As per the RoP, the number of members in different committees is either fixed or subject to a ceiling.125 The RoP does not deal with the methods of appointment as such. The Speaker chooses the members of committees concerning the administration of Parliament, e.g., House, Petition and Library Committees.126 In other cases, it is the party high-ups who decide who is to be placed where. Membership is distributed among parties
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in proportion to their seats in the House. Though the political parties usually gather their members’ interests and preferences before they are pencilled for a committee, committee members are ultimately chosen from the partisan lists. The House moves a formal resolution confirming the appointment. In some cases, opposition parties allege that the Speaker, instructed by the government party, had ignored their list of members. For example, an opposition MP who appeared assertive in the seventh Parliament’s defence committee was dropped from the same Committee in the Eighth Parliament by the new party in power. He was offered a relatively less significant committee instead.\footnote{Rahman (n 40).}

Regarding the appointment of Committee chairs, RoP allocates the chair of some committees on an \textit{ex officio} basis.\footnote{RoP (n 38) r. 219, 257, 264.} Other chairs may be appointed through the resolution of Parliament or elected, formally at least, by the committees concerned.\footnote{ibid, r. 191(1).} Ruling parties have traditionally claimed chairmanship of most committees, and the appointment of opposition members to the chair is rare.\footnote{K.M. Mahiuddin, “The Parliamentary Committee System in Bangladesh An Analysis of its Functioning” (Ph.D Thesis, Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg 2009) 104-106.} Once in the fifth Parliament (1991-1995), the chair of a sub-committee established by a committee was assigned to an opposition party member as a good gesture - the first of its kind in Bangladesh’s history. Since the Ninth Parliament, chairs have been distributed among the parties on a \textit{pro-rata} basis. As mentioned earlier, allocation of the chairs, however, remains an absolute privilege of the party leaders, \textit{i.e.}, the Prime Minister and the opposition leader.\footnote{Nizam Ahmed, ‘Parliament-executive relations in Bangladesh, (1997) 3(4) The Journal of Legislative Studies 70, 85-88.}

7.1 Partisan Cartelisation as a Barrier to Committee Performance

caused the resignation of the State Minister for energy and mineral resources for his irregularities with a foreign mineral resource company. Similarly, Nizam Ahmed’s study on the Domestic Violence Prevention Act 2010\textsuperscript{133} shows that the Standing Committee on the Ministry of Women and Children Affairs in the Ninth Parliament (2009-2014) was decisive and swift in scrutinising and passing the law. However, both Rahman and Ahmed show that such assertiveness was possible only because the government high-ups were either supportive or not opposed to the committee agenda in hand.\textsuperscript{134}

On the other side of the story, the committee agenda, unsupported by the party high-ups, are unlikely to create any impact. The Chairman of the Committee on Ministry of Defense in the Seventh Parliament had to drop a discussion on defence purchase at the insistence of the government Chief Whip and the top rank military officials.\textsuperscript{135} Similarly, the Committee on Ministry of Communication of the Eighth Parliament failed to dig deeper into a scandalous import deal of Concentrated Natural Gas (CNG) driven three-wheelers in Bangladesh. Rather the Chairman of the committee was reportedly schooled by the Prime Minister for “tarnishing the image of her government”.\textsuperscript{136} For the same reason, an All-Party Parliamentary Committee of the Ninth Parliament entrusted with discussing and finalising the Constitution Fifteenth Amendment 2011 failed to express its view on the reform of caretaker government. Despite a reported consensus among the committee members for the continuance of the caretaker government system,\textsuperscript{137} its final report remained silent on the issue. It is largely assumed that the Committee took a clue from the Prime Minister’s unilateral decision to abolish the caretaker government. Prime Minister’s personal view was conveyed to the public at a time when the Committee was finalising its report.\textsuperscript{138} Later, the Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution controversially abolished the caretaker government.\textsuperscript{139}
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7.2 Partisan Cartelisation as a Barrier to Meaningful Reform

The partisan cartelisation of the committee assignment process has also limited the benefits of some of the progressive developments in Bangladesh so far. The Chairmanship of the Public Accounts Committee (from now on PAC) is an example of this. Though there were repeated calls for appointing chairs of Public Accounts, Public Undertaking and Estimate Committees from the opposition parties, it was not heeded until the current Parliament. In the current Parliament, a lawmaker from the main opposition party JP, Rustam Ali Farazi, has been appointed the Chair of the PAC. Since there is no declared commitment on the part of the ruling party to establish the appointment as a matter of convention, the appointment remains a matter of grace rather than a conviction for the ruling party. This good thing might have happened because the main opposition party of the present (2019-present) and previous (2014-2018) parliament is a ruling party ally pretending to be its official opposition.

The second example could be the recent trend of appointing senior party members and ex-ministers as the chairs of different standing committees. Until the Seventh Parliament (1996-2001), there was a ludicrous rule of appointing the Ministers as Chair of the parliamentary committee on their Ministries. That rule was changed in 1997. Still, the Minister concerned is given an ex officio membership in the Committee. Ministers and cabinet members being the senior leaders of the parties, a committee chair chosen from the backbench would feel the hegemony of the Ministers sitting in their committees. There has been a proposal to scrap the Minister’s ex officio membership. Not heeding to that demand, parliaments since 2009 have instead appointed some ex-Ministers as standing committee chairs. While this practice could potentially help expertise development and reduce the ministerial influence in committee works, the appointment depends on the Prime Minister’s good grace - the ultimate party leader - who would select or deselect whatever ex-Ministers s/he likes. The above cases of the partisan suppression of parliamentary committees show that parliamentary committees can work in Bangladesh only if they are allowed to by the party leadership and it makes Cox and McCubbins’ “partisan cartel theory” the most sensible explanation of Bangladeshi parliamentary committees.
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8. Conclusion

The US Congressional committees are regarded as the most powerful and institutionalised version of all.\textsuperscript{145} One of the reasons behind this is the decentralised structure of American political parties and the congressmen’s relative autonomy from their party leaders.\textsuperscript{146} Secondly, unlike the parliamentary system, the US version of separation of power segregates the executive government from the legislature. Absent strong partisan whipping and the Head of the Government and Cabinet from the legislature, Congressmen work as relatively independent constituency agents. The US separation of power also arms the Congress with necessary resources and tools to meet the executive bureaucracy with a counter legislative bureaucracy of congressional committees, subcommittees, and staff. The Separation of Power system brings an unspoken rule of comity whereby neither the executive nor the legislature interferes with each other’s institutional autonomy in arranging staff and finances.\textsuperscript{147}

Its autonomy from parties, the government high-ups and the separation of its administration from the executive branch puts the US Congress in stark contrast with legislatures in parliamentary systems.\textsuperscript{148}

In contrast, a Westminster parliament institutionally lacks the competitive zeal against the executive and normally works to enable, rather than obstruct, the government.\textsuperscript{149} Also, a strong party cohesion being a signature of this model, a strong committee system appears “antithetical”\textsuperscript{150} to the system. A Westminster parliament is admittedly a “policy influencing”\textsuperscript{151} - rather than policymaking - legislature. Sometimes described as an “arena type parliament”\textsuperscript{152} where the theatrics of debate take priority over meaningful scrutiny, it usually reacts to a government policy rather than transforming it proactively.\textsuperscript{153}

Despite these institutional barriers, committee systems are rapidly consolidating across the parliamentary world. There seems to be a “consensus”\textsuperscript{154} in the parliamentary world that a strong committee system is necessary for a policy
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influencing Parliament, and the purpose of the parliamentary opposition is best served within a strong committee framework. As the discussion throughout this paper has shown, even a traditional parliamentary system like the UK is tackling the challenges of partisanship by developing an elaborate and powerful committee system. The UK House of Commons committees’ traditional ad hoc-ism has given way to a permanent structure that mirrors the executive departments. Members also see huge expertise and alternative career potentials in committees and regard them as their “actual place of work”. Lord Philip Norton has labelled this as the transformation of “a nascent legislative institutionalisation to a developed institutionalisation.” The UK’s success in excelling its committee system is seen as the example of a “vigilant parliament, willing and able to use [whatever] powers [it has] at its disposal” to achieve its greater goal of democratic accountability.

However, the trend is not limited to the UK only. It is visible across the Commonwealth traditions in the West and the East. While the third world legislatures have faced authoritarian assaults, e.g., abolition or suspension, they have sustained at least as symbols of regime legitimacy. The Parliament of Bangladesh also sustained military and partisan authoritarian attacks more than once. Still, the parliamentary system has remained operative for more or less forty years of Bangladesh’s fifty years’ life span. It, therefore, may have survived the test of time and is “far from being obsolete”. However, despite the Parliament’s existential perseverance, the global trend of parliamentary resurgence is not visible in Bangladesh. Parliamentary committees are still undernourished, mostly nominal in the policy process and play a marginal role in the democratic accountability process. This comparative analysis of the UK and Bangladesh’s parliamentary committee system vis-à-vis the leading committee theories has suggested that Bangladesh’s dynastic, patriarchal, and clientelist party system is standing on the way to all possible avenues of consolidation of the committee system as a meaningful accountability institution.
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